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The stationary truck shelters at three positions at BakeMark were getting worn and 
needed replacement. This Richmond food manufacturing facility was looking for other 
alternatives to what was currently installed. Since the current dock shelters were not 
holding up well.

Northern Dock Systems was able to supply and install three new Blue Giant Stationary 
Dock Shelters (BG400). Due to our partnership as a Blue Giant Authorized Dealer and 
Blue Giant’s short lead times, we were able to get these new docks installed faster than 
expected.

These durable Stationary Dock Shelters not only function well but look great too. They 
are constructed with a thicker 40oz Hi-Tear vinyl, which will last for years to come. 
Additionally, these dock shelters have stiffeners and a foam-filled edge to create a tight 
seal around the trailer. As a result, employees have full access to the trailers while being 
protected from outside weather conditions.

Moreover, the 36" drop head curtain and replaceable bottom foam draft pads create 
a 360° seal around trailers to stop white light and contaminants from coming into this 
Richmond food manufacturing facility.

Furthermore, the 24" yellow reflective guide strip makes it easier for backing up trucks to 
align with the Stationary Dock Shelter. Finally, the steel guard offers additional protection 
for the loading dock equipment and dock shelter from the backing-up trucks.
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 � 40oz Hi-Tear vinyl
 � Stiffeners for 

constant contact
 � Foam-filled edge for 

complete seal
 � 24″ yellow guide 

stripe

Stationary Dock Shelter 
(BG400)

 Tight seal  Indoor comfort  No white light  Energy-savings  Pass audits
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